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Ph Software Intro Comp 92 3.5 Prentice Hall
1992-08-01

this volume aims to study how practicing software developers in industrial as well as
academic environments can use object technology to improve the quality of the software
they produce it includes topics on concurrency and internet programming

Introduction to Computers and Software
1995-11-01

software software engineering

Object-oriented Software Construction
1997

in their preface the authors explain this book is meant to help the reader learn how to
program in c it contains a tutorial introduction to get new users started as soon as possible
separate chapters on each major feature and a reference manual most of the treatment is
based on reading writing and revising examples rather than on mere statements of rules for
the most part the examples are complete real programs rather than isolated fragments all
examples have been tested directly from the text which is in machine readable form besides
showing how to make effective use of the language we have also tried where possible to
illustrate useful algorithms and principles of good style and sound design book jacket

Object-oriented Software Construction
1988

software operating systems

Software Requirements
1990-01-01

concentrates on the design aspects of programming for software engineering while also
covers the full range of software development cycles

The UNIX Programming Environment
1984

this collection of essays drawn from plauger s popular programming on purpose column in
the magazine computer language focuses on the technology of writing computer software



plauger s style is clear without being simplistic reducing complex themes to bite size chunks
key topics covers a number of important technical themes such as computer arithmetic
approximating math functions human perception and artificial intelligence encrypting data
and clarifying documentation

A Software Tools Sampler
1987

software software engineering

The Design of the UNIX Operating System
1986

classic on practical methods of optimizing programs this book gives practical advice on
improving the efficiency optimizing programs and the limits there of while showing how to
trade off speed for space or vice versa the author points out the limits that can be expected
to gain his list of techniques is a collection of practical approaches rather than theoretical
possibilities at 158 pages not counting index this book is eminently readable accessable and
useful clearly written and well organized this is a book to keep on your shelf for when a
program needs improving it is also a book to read before a program as a reminder not to
make things complicated with optimization that aren t needed

Principles of Software Engineering and Design
1979

functioning as both a dictionary and an encyclopedia this multi purpose one volume
reference will serve as a valuable source for information on all aspects of information
technology including the many different types of hardware systems applications and
languages in use today

Programming on Purpose III
1993

software requirements using the unified process a practical approach presents an easy to
apply methodology for creating requirements learn to build user requirements requirements
architecture and the specifications more quickly and at a lower cost the authors present
realistic solutions for the entire requirements process gathering analysis specification and
maintenance

Object-oriented Software Composition
1995



appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate introductory software engineering courses
found in computer science and computer engineering departments this text provides
selective in depth coverage of the fundamentals of software engineering by stressing
principles and methods through rigorous formal and informal approaches the authors
emphasize identify and apply fundamental principles that are applicable throughout the
software lifecycle in contrast to other texts which are based in the lifecycle model of software
development this emphasis enables students to respond to the rapid changes in technology
that are common today

Software Design and Development
1989-01-01

the hands on guide to high performance coding and algorithm optimization this hands on
guide to software optimization introduces state of the art solutions for every key aspect of
software performance both code based and algorithm based two leading hp software
performance experts offer comparative optimization strategies for risc and for the new
explicitly parallel instruction computing epic design used in intel ia 64 processors using many
practical examples they offer specific techniques for predicting and measuring performance
and identifying your best optimization opportunities storage optimization cache system
memory virtual memory and i 0 parallel processing distributed memory and shared memory
smp and ccnuma compilers and loop optimization enhancing parallelism compiler directives
threads and message passing mathematical libraries and algorithms whether you re a
developer isv or technical researcher if you need to optimize high performance software on
today s leading processors one book delivers the advanced techniques and code examples
you need software optimization for high performance computing

Writing Efficient Programs
1982

本書の内容は類書にはみられない 極めてユニークなものになっている 例えば unixでは シェルと呼ばれるコマンド アナライザのレベルで いろいろなコマンドを組み合わ
せることによって 複雑なコマンドを実現することが可能であるが そのためのノウハウを本書は教えてくれるのである 私自身も 今までunixをかなり使い込んでいる一人だ
と思っていたが 本書にはいろいろと教えられた unixには 自分がまだ全く使ったことのない機能 使い方さえ想像できなかった機能が数多くあることに改めて驚嘆している
監訳者まえがき より

Unix Programming Environment
2009

software programming languages

The Prentice-Hall Encyclopedia of Information



Technology
1987

this second edition describes c as defined by the ansi standard

Software Requirements Using the Unified Process
2003

techniques and principles presentation of the libraries class reference

Systems Software Tools
1986

helps real time embedded systems designers combine the development benefits of the
widely used c language and object oriented techniques not normally associated with c
introduces object oriented programming to microcontroller programmers familiar with c
shows how objects can be written in c and developed into classes presents useful objects and
classes for microcontroller programs including a class that creates instances of an
asynchronous serial port shows how to implement components to handle timer functions and
input capture compiles data sheets for all components derived in the book programmers
working with real time embedded systems

Fundamentals of Software Engineering
2003

this technology update includes more than 150 new or updated images that reflect the latest
releases and innovations in software numerous new photos show new hardware and
applications throughout the book capacities and speeds for communications hardware disks
ram processors printers and so on have been adjusted to reflect the state of the art in
technology today book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all
rights reserved

Software Optimization for High-performance
Computing
2000

p j plauger s monthly column programming on purpose has been entertaining and educating
readers of computer language magazine for years now he presents a guided tour of
numerous software design methods from structured analysis and data structured design to
the myth of the bottom up is foolish myth



UNIXプログラミング環境
2017-05-31

aware that many students need a careful introduction to programming and that they respond
well to graphical illustration this concise book adopts a visual approach to programming
throughout the text programs that use graphical images are emphasized to clearly
demonstrate all the important programming principles the authors use a spiral approach to
programming concepts introducing concepts simply early on then in a more sophisticated
way later e g objects are integrated throughout five chapters java for students emphasizes
the use of applets but also shows how to program free standing applications the authors have
been careful to put together a text that covers the powerful features of java and presents the
language to students as both a fun and useful tool

Compiler Design in C
1990

this revision of the bestselling software requirements book reflects the new way of
categorizing software requirements techniques objects functions and states the author takes
an analytical approach by helping the reader analyze which technique is best rather than
imposing one specific technique

Systems Software Tools
1986

master qt s most powerful apis patterns and development practices qt has evolved into a
remarkably powerful solution for cross platform desktop and mobile development however
even the most experienced qt programmers only use a fraction of its capabilities moreover
practical information about qt s newest features has been scarce until now advanced qt
programming shows developers exactly how to take full advantage of qt 4 5 s and qt 4 6 s
most valuable new apis application patterns and development practices authored by qt
expert mark summerfield this book concentrates on techniques that offer the most power
and flexibility with the least added complexity summerfield focuses especially on model view
and graphics view programming hybrid desktop applications threading and applications
incorporating media and rich text throughout he presents realistic downloadable code
examples all tested on windows mac os x and linux using qt 4 6 and most tested on qt 4 5
and designed to anticipate future versions of qt the book walks through using qt with webkit
to create innovative hybrid desktop internet applications shows how to use the phonon
framework to build powerful multimedia applications presents state of the art techniques for
using model view table and tree models qstandarditemmodels delegates and views and for
creating custom table and tree models delegates and views explains how to write more
effective threaded programs with the qtconcurrent module and with the qthread class
includes detailed coverage of creating rich text editors and documents thoroughly covers
graphics view programming architecture windows widgets layouts scenes and more



introduces qt 4 6 s powerful animation and state machine frameworks

The C Programming Language
1978

reflecting current industrial applications and programming practice this book lays a
foundation that supports the multi threaded style of programming and high reliability
requirements of embedded software using a non product specific approach and a
programming versus hardware perspective it focuses on the 32 bit protected mode
processors and on c as the dominant programming language with coverage of assembly and
how it can be used in conjunction with and support of c features an abundance of examples
in c and an accompanying cd rom with software tools data representation getting the most
out of c a programmer s view of computer organization mixing c and assembly input output
programming concurrent software scheduling memory management shared memory system
initialization for computer scientists computer engineers and electrical engineers involved
with embedded software applications

Systematic Software Development Using VDM
1986

software operating systems

Reusable Software
1994

for introductory courses in software engineering this introduction to software engineering and
practice addresses both procedural and object oriented development the book applies
concepts consistently to two common examples a typical information system and a real time
system it combines theory with real practical applications by providing an abundance of case
studies and examples from the current literature this revision has been thoroughly updated
to reflect significant changes in software engineering including modeling and agile methods

Systematic Software Development Using VDM
1990

Software Engineering
1988



Software Project Management
2002

Reusable Software Components
1997

Ada
1984

The Design Of The Unix Operating System
2002

Computers
2002

Programming on Purpose
1993

Computer Graphics Software Construction
1987

Java for Students
2001

Software Requirements
1993



Advanced Qt Programming
2010-07-11

Fundamentals of Embedded Software
2002

Operating Systems
1987

Software Engineering
2006
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